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Figure 1. First two columns: Overlay inputs and ground truth intermediate frame. Middle two columns: Motion field (from first frame to second frame) by PWC-Net \([33]\) and corresponding interpolated frame, where PWC-Net is end-to-end trained with our synthesis network. Last two columns: Motion field and interpolated frame by our motion model and synthesis network.

Abstract

We present a novel simple yet effective algorithm for motion-based video frame interpolation. Existing motion-based interpolation methods typically rely on a pre-trained optical flow model or a U-Net based pyramid network for motion estimation, which either suffer from large model size or limited capacity in handling complex and large motion cases. In this work, by carefully integrating intermediate-oriented forward-warping, lightweight feature encoder, and correlation volume into a pyramid recurrent framework, we derive a compact model to simultaneously estimate the bi-directional motion between input frames. It is 15 times smaller in size than PWC-Net, yet enables more reliable and flexible handling of challenging motion cases. In this work, by carefully integrating intermediate-oriented forward-warping, lightweight feature encoder, and correlation volume into a pyramid recurrent framework, we derive a compact model to simultaneously estimate the bi-directional motion between input frames. It is 15 times smaller in size than PWC-Net, yet enables more reliable and flexible handling of challenging motion cases. Based on estimated bi-directional motion, we forward-warp input frames and their context features to intermediate frame, and employ a synthesis network to estimate the intermediate frame from warped representations. Our method achieves excellent performance on a broad range of video frame interpolation benchmarks. Code will be available soon.

1. Introduction

Video frame interpolation aims to increase the frame rate of videos, by synthesizing non-existent intermediate frames between original successive frames. Increasing frame rate is not only beneficial for human perception \([14]\), but also has wide applications including novel view synthesis \([8]\), video compression \([21]\) and adaptive streaming \([35]\).

The key challenge for frame interpolation is the possible complex, large motions between input frames and intermediate frame. Based on whether a motion model is employed to capture the per-pixel motion (i.e., optical flow) between frames, existing methods can be classified into two categories: motion-agnostic methods \([26, 23, 5, 6]\), and motion-based methods \([13, 19, 24, 3, 25, 27, 28]\). With recent advances in optical flow \([12, 10, 33, 34]\), motion-based interpolation has developed into a promising framework.

Motion-based interpolation involves two steps: (i) motion estimation, and (ii) frame synthesis. The estimated motion field is leveraged to guide the synthesis of intermediate frame by forward-warping \([24, 25]\) or backward-warping \([13, 28, 31]\) input frames towards the intermediate frame. Forward-warping is guided by motion from input frames to intermediate frame, while backward-warping requires motion in reversed direction. Although backward-warping has been traditionally used for frame synthesis, acquiring motion from arbitrary intermediate frame to input frames is often cumbersome, relying on specially-designed modules for approximation \([13, 31]\). Instead, motion from input frames to arbitrary intermediate frame can be easily approximated, solely by linearly scaling the bi-directional motion between input frames. Thus, forward-warping has emerged as a promising direction for frame interpolation \([25]\).

Estimating bi-directional motion between input frames is a crucial step for all forward-warping based frame interpolation methods \([24, 25]\) and many backward-warping based methods \([13, 2, 31]\). Existing methods typically rely on a pre-trained optical flow model \([24, 25]\) or a U-Net based
pyramid network [31] for bi-directional motion. However, pre-trained optical flow models typically have large model size, and can hardly estimate extreme large motion beyond the training data. Recently, a U-Net based pyramid recurrent network is proposed for bi-directional motion [31]. It applies a U-Net as recurrent unit within a pyramid network, enabling customizable pyramid level to handle large motion. Nonetheless, U-Net has limited capacity in estimating complex motion, due to the lack of correlation volume, a vital ingredient in modern optical flow models [33, 34].

We present a novel simple but effective algorithm for forward-warping based frame interpolation. Our main contribution is a bi-directional motion estimator, which integrates intermediate-oriented forward-warping, lightweight feature encoder, and correlation volume into a pyramid recurrent framework. Compared to pre-trained optical flow models [33, 34], our method greatly reduces model size, and enables more flexible handling of large motion. Compared to existing pyramid recurrent motion estimators [37, 31], our design enhances the ability in handling complex motion, while further reducing the model size. Based on estimated bi-directional motion, we forward-warp input frames and their context features to the intermediate frame, and employ a simple synthesis network to predict the intermediate frame from warped representations. As shown in Figure 1 while our motion estimator is 15x smaller than PWC-Net [33], it can reliably handle complex and large motion, and enables better interpolation performance.

We conduct extensive experiments to verify the effectiveness of our interpolation method named EBME – Enhanced Bi-directional Motion Estimation for frame interpolation. Despite its small model size, EBME performs favorably against state-of-the-art methods on a broad range of benchmarks, from low resolution UCF101 [32], Vimeo90K [36], to moderate-resolution SNU-FILM [6] and extremely high-resolution 4K1000FPS [31].

2. Related Work

General-purpose optical flow. Optical flow, which measures per-pixel motion between successive frames, has witnessed great progress over the past few years [7, 12, 10, 33, 34]. Modern optical flow models follow similar design philosophy: extract CNN features for both input frames, construct a correlation volume (also called cost volume), and iteratively update flow field with correlation injected features. Correlation volume stores the similarity scores between the pixels of two images or CNN features, which is a more discriminative representation than CNN features for optical flow. Before constructing correlation volume, backward-warping is typically employed to align the second frame towards the first frame [33]. Warping aims to compensate for already estimated preliminary motion, which is beneficial for estimating large motion.

State-of-the-art optical flow models [35, 34] typically have a large number of parameters. Furthermore, when end-to-end trained with a synthesis network for frame interpolation, they are prone to overfit the motion magnitude of training data. Our bi-directional motion estimator borrows some designs from state-of-the-art optical flow models, but is much more lightweight, and can flexibly handle large motion cases beyond the training data (see Figure 1).

Bi-directional motion estimation. General-purpose optical flow models typically estimate single-directional motion between input frames. However, forward-warping based interpolation methods require bi-directional motion [24, 25]. Even backward-warping based methods may also rely on bi-directional motion to approximate the motion from intermediate frame to input frames [2, 31]. Running a pre-trained optical flow model twice can obtain bi-directional motion, but leads to doubled computational cost.

U-Net [30] provides a powerful framework for dense prediction tasks, and has been employed to simultaneously estimate bi-directional motion for frame interpolation [13]. Recently, U-Net based pyramid recurrent network is exploited to estimate possible extremely large bi-directional motion [31]. Nonetheless, U-Net is over-simplified for motion estimation, due to the lack of correlation based features. By contrast, our model estimates bi-directional motion from correlation injected features.

Intermediate-oriented warping. Forward-warping or backward-warping input frames to intermediate frame is a common step before frame synthesis for motion-based interpolation. In addition, intermediate-oriented backward-warping has also been adopted to directly estimate the motion from intermediate frame to input frames [37, 9].

While for bi-directional motion estimation, it might seem counter-intuitive to perform intermediate-oriented warping, since the target is not the motion from input frames to certain intermediate frame. Actually, in [31], backward-warping is adopted to align the features of input frames towards each other for bi-directional motion estimation.

We argue that for bi-directional motion estimation, intermediate-oriented forward-warping is a better option than forward-warping or backward-warping that align one input frame towards another. In case of inaccurate initial bi-directional motion, warping one input frame to another might create serious misalignment, but intermediate-oriented forward-warping based on scaled motion can linearly reduce the possible motion errors. We empirically show the immense advantage of intermediate-oriented forward-warping for bi-directional motion estimation.

Pyramid recurrent motion estimator. Many of modern optical flow models is built upon a pyramid structure to es-
3. Our Approach

Figure 2 gives an overview of our frame interpolation algorithm, where we first estimate the bi-directional motion between input frames, and then employ a synthesis network to predict the intermediate frame.

### 3.1. Bi-directional Motion Estimation

**Macro pyramid recurrent network.** As shown in Figure 2 (a), the macro structure of our bi-directional motion estimator is a pyramid recurrent network. Give two input frames, we firstly construct image pyramids for them, then repeatedly apply a novel recurrent unit across the pyramid levels to estimate the bi-directional motion from coarse-to-fine. This macro design is parameter-efficient, and enables customized pyramid level in testing. Our main innovation is the recurrent unit repeatedly applied on the pyramids.

**Forward-warping for frame synthesis.** In literature, forward-warping is less adopted than backward-warping for frame synthesis. This is probably because forward-warping may lead to holes in the warped output. Niklaus and Liu [24] demonstrated that this issue may be remedied by warping both input frames, since the holes in one warped frame can be naturally filled by the context information from another warped frame. Another limitation of forward-warping is that multiple pixels in source image may be mapped to the same target location. To solve this issue, Niklaus and Liu [25] developed a softmax splatting operation to adaptively assigns weights to conflicted pixels.

Building upon recent advances of forward-warping, we employ forward-warping for both motion estimation and frame synthesis. In particular, we use the average splatting operation in [25] as forward-warping, rather than the more complicated softmax splatting. It directly averages the conflicted pixels to generate the pixel in target position.

**Basic structure of recurrent unit.** We design a compact bi-directional motion estimator as our recurrent unit. At each pyramid level, we first up-sample the estimated bi-directional motion from previous level as initial motion, then forward-warp the input frames to a hidden intermediate frame based on scaled initial motion. For the top pyramid level, the initial motion is set to zero. Given warped frames, we employ a lightweight feature encoder to extract CNN features for them, then construct partial correlation volume with CNN features, and feed correlation injected features to a CNN predictor to estimate the bi-directional motion.

Below, we describe the key components involved in our recurrent unit separately, including intermediate-oriented forward-warping, lightweight feature encoder, and correlation based motion estimation.

**Intermediate-oriented forward-warping.** At each pyramid level, we firstly forward-warp both input frames towards a hidden intermediate frame to align their pixels. As aforementioned, while backward-warping has been employed to align the two input frames towards each other for bi-directional motion estimation [31], it may lead to serious
misalignment in case of inaccurate initial bi-directional motion. By contrast, intermediate-oriented forward-warping based on scaled motion has the chance to linearly reduce the possible motion errors.

Formally, at the \( i \)th pyramid level, given two input frames \( I_0 \) and \( I_1 \), let \( \hat{F}_{0 \rightarrow t} \) and \( \hat{F}_{1 \rightarrow t} \) denote initial bi-directional motion, which is up-sampled from previous level. Let \( t \in (0, 1) \) denote the intermediate temporal position, then intermediate-oriented motion \( \hat{F}_{0 \rightarrow t} \) and \( \hat{F}_{1 \rightarrow t} \) can be easily obtained by linear scaling the initial motion, i.e., \( \hat{F}_{0 \rightarrow t} = t \cdot \hat{F}_{0 \rightarrow 1} \) and \( \hat{F}_{1 \rightarrow t} = (1 - t) \cdot \hat{F}_{1 \rightarrow 0} \). We note that the temporal position \( t \) here does not need to be equal to the temporal position of the target intermediate frame to be interpolated. We fix \( t \) as 0.5 for simplicity. With \( \hat{F}_{0 \rightarrow 0.5} \) and \( \hat{F}_{1 \rightarrow 0.5} \), we forward-warp \( I_0 \) and \( I_1 \) to align their pixels on the latent middle frame \( I_{0.5} \).

**Lightweight feature encoder.** Pyramidal optical flow models like PWC-Net \cite{Sun_2018_CVPR} typically require a feature encoder with many down-sampling layers to construct feature pyramid. To handle large motion, PWC-Net employ a feature encoder of 6 down-sampling layers.

Benefiting from our outer image pyramid that handles large motion with customizable pyramid level, the feature encoder of our recurrent unit does not need many down-sampling layers. We employ an extremely lightweight feature encoder to extract CNN features for both warped frames. It has two convolutional stages, 3 layers for the first stage, and 6 layers for the second stage. Our feature encoder has only about 0.1 M parameters. By contrast, PWC-Net’s feature encoder has 1.7M parameters.

**Correlation based motion estimation.** With extracted CNN features for both warped frames, we construct a partial cost volume, and set the local search range on the feature map of the second frame as 4. Then, we use a 6-layer convolutional network to simultaneously predict the bi-directional motion. Its input is the concatenation of CNN features for both warped frames, cost volume, and up-sampled bi-directional motion. Since our feature encoder has two down-sampling layers, the estimated motion is at 1/4 resolution of the input frame. We use bi-linear interpolation to up-sample the motion vector to original resolution.

**Customized pyramid level in testing.** We main encounter extreme large motion cases in testing beyond the training phase. Based on the pyramid recurrent framework, a simple solution is to use more pyramid levels in testing when necessary. While previous works \cite{Wang_2019_CVPR,Yang_2020_CVPR} determine the pyramid level by experiments, we suggest a simple calculation method, and verify it by experiments.

Assume that we use a \( L^{train} \) level pyramid for training, and the averaged width (or height) of test images is \( n \) times of the training images. Then, we can calculate a proper test pyramid level by \( L^{test} = \text{ceil}(L^{train} + \log_2 n) \), where \( \text{ceil}() \) rounds up a float number to get an integer.

For our training Vimeo90K dataset, the resolution is 448 \( \times \) 256, and we use a 3-level pyramid for training. For our benchmark datasets SNU-FILM \cite{Lee_2020_CVPR} and 4K1000FPS \cite{Yang_2020_CVPR}, most images in SNU-FILM is about 720p, and 4K1000FPS has a resolution of 4K. Based on our suggested calculation method, we set the test pyramid level for SNU-FILM and 4K1000FPS as 5 and 7, respectively.

### 3.2. Frame Synthesis

Given estimated bi-directional motion, we firstly linearly scale it to obtain the motion from input frames to intermediate frame, then forward-warp input frames and their context features, and employ a synthesis network to predict the intermediate frame from warped representations.

**A simple baseline synthesis network.** The design of our synthesis network follows previous context-aware synthesis networks \cite{Gao_2018_CVPR,Lee_2018_CVPR}, which takes both warped frames and warped context features as input. We extract 4-level pyramid context features for both input frames.

We employ a simple U-Net as our synthesis network, which has four down-sampling layers in the encoder part, and four up-sampling layers in the decoder part. The synthesis network takes warped frames, warped context features, original images, and bi-directional motion as input, and outputs a mask \( M \) for combining the warped frames, and a residual image \( \Delta I_t \) for further refinement. We refer to this synthesis network as our base synthesis network.

Formally, given input frames \( I_0 \) and \( I_1 \), estimated motion from input frames to intermediate frame \( \hat{F}_{0 \rightarrow t} \) and \( \hat{F}_{1 \rightarrow t} \), the interpolated frame \( I_t \) is obtained by:

\[
I_t = M \odot \mathcal{W}(I_0, \hat{F}_{0 \rightarrow t}) + (1 - M) \odot \mathcal{W}(I_1, \hat{F}_{1 \rightarrow t}) + \Delta I_t \tag{1}
\]

where \( \odot \) denotes element-wise multiplication, \( \mathcal{W} \) denotes the forward-warping operation. We note that when training on Vimeo90K \cite{Sun_2017_PAMI}, we set \( t = 0.5 \), but for testing, we can set \( t \) to arbitrary value in \((0, 1)\).

**High-resolution synthesis with convex down-sampling.** Higher resolution input has advantages for dense prediction tasks \cite{Wang_2019_CVPR,Fan_2020_CVPR}. We verify this for frame synthesis. Specifically, if we up-sample the input frames and estimated bi-directional motion to 2x resolution, and feed them to our synthesis network, we will obtain an interpolated frame with 2x resolution. Then, we can recover it to original resolution using bi-linear based down-sampling.

We design a convex down-sampling strategy, which achieves better performance than bi-linear down-sampling.
is the census loss, and 
where \( \rho \) is a trade-off hyper-parameter. We use \( \alpha = 0.5 \) and \( \epsilon = 10^{-6} \) for Charbonnier loss, and empirically set \( \lambda = 0.1 \).

**Training dataset.** We train our model on the Vimeo90K dataset [36], which contains 51,312 triplets with resolution \( 256 \times 256 \) for training. We augment the training images by randomly cropping \( 256 \times 256 \) patches. We also apply random flipping, rotating, reversing the order of the triplets for data augmentation.

**Optimization.** Our optimizer is AdamW [20] with weight decay \( 10^{-4} \) for 0.8 M iterations, using a batch size of 32. We gradually reduce the learning rate during training from \( 2 \times 10^{-4} \) to \( 2 \times 10^{-5} \) using cosine annealing.

**Test-time augmentation.** We verify a practice strategy described in [9]. We flip the input frames horizontally and vertically to get augmented test data, and use our model to infer two results and reverse the flipping. A more robust prediction can be obtained by averaging above two results.

4. Experiments

4.1. Experiment Settings

**Evaluation datasets.** While our method is trained only on Vimeo90K [36], we evaluate it on a broad range of benchmarks with different resolutions.

- **UCF101 [32]:** The test set of UCF101 contains 379 triplets with a resolution of \( 256 \times 256 \). UCF101 contains a large variety of human actions.
- **Vimeo90K [36]:** The test set of Vimeo90K contains 3,782 triplets with a resolution of \( 448 \times 256 \).
- **SNU-FILM [6]:** This dataset contains 1,240 triplets, and most of them are of the resolution around \( 1280 \times 720 \). It contains four subsets with increasing motion scales – easy, medium, hard, and extreme.
- **4K1000FPS [31]:** This is a 4K resolution benchmark that enables multi-frame \(( \times 8 \) interpolation.

**Metrics.** We calculate the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structure similarity (SSIM) for the quantitative evaluation of interpolation accuracy. For the running time, we follow the practice of [28], and test all models with a RTX 2080 Ti GPU for interpolating the intermediate frame of the "Urban" sequence in Middle-bury benchmark [1], which has a resolution of \( 640 \times 480 \).

4.2. Comparisons with State-of-the-art Methods

We compare with state-of-the-art methods, including CyclicGen [17], DAIN [2], CAIN [6], SoftSplat [25], Ada-CoF [15], BMBC [27], ABME [28], and XVFI [31]. We report their results by executing the source code and trained models. For SoftSplat which has not released the model, we copy the results from the original paper.

**Low and moderate resolution frame interpolation.** Table 1 reports the comparison results on low-resolution UCF101 and Vimeo90K datasets. As UCF101 has similar resolution with Vimeo90K, we set the test pyramid level as 3. Our EBME-H\(^*\) achieves best performance on both benchmarks. Our EBME also outperforms many state-of-the-art models including CyclicGen, DAIN, CAIN, Ada-CoF, BMBC, and XVFI.

Table 1 also reports the comparison results on SNU-FILM. Our EBME-H and EBME-H\(^*\) perform similar with ABME [28] on the "hard" and “extreme” subsets, but have better performance on the “easy” and “medium” subsets. It is worth noting that our models are about 4.5x smaller than ABME, and run much faster.

Figure 3 gives two examples from the “extreme” subset from SNU-FILM. Our methods produce better interpolation results than ABME for some detailed textures (first
| methods       | UCF101   | Vimeo90K | SNU-FILM  
|--------------|----------|----------|-----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|----------|
|              | easy     | medium   | hard     | extreme   | parameters | runtime  
|              |          |          |          |           | (millions) | (seconds) |
| CyclicGen    | 35.11/0.968 | 32.09/0.949 | 37.72/0.984 | 22.70/0.808 | 19.8       | 0.09      |
| DAIN         | 34.99/0.968 | 34.71/0.976 | 39.73/0.990 | 25.09/0.858 | 24.0       | 0.13      |
| CAIN         | 34.91/0.969 | 34.65/0.973 | 39.89/0.990 | 29.90/0.929 | 42.8       | 0.04      |
| SoftSplat    | 35.39/0.952 | 36.10/0.970 | -         | -         | -         | -         |
| AdaCoF       | 34.90/0.968 | 34.47/0.973 | 39.80/0.990 | 24.31/0.844 | 22.9       | 0.02      |
| BMBC         | 35.15/0.969 | 35.01/0.976 | 39.90/0.990 | 23.92/0.843 | 11.0       | 0.77      |
| ABME         | 35.38/0.970 | 36.18/0.981 | 39.59/0.990 | 30.48/0.936 | 18.1       | 0.22      |
| XVFI         | 35.18/0.952 | 35.07/0.976 | 39.92/0.985 | 24.17/0.769 | 5.5        | 0.04      |
| EBME (ours)  | 35.30/0.969 | 35.58/0.978 | 40.01/0.991 | 30.42/0.935 | 25.25/0.861 | 3.9       | 0.02      |
| EBME-H (ours)| 35.35/0.969 | 36.06/0.980 | 40.20/0.991 | 30.54/0.936 | 25.30/0.862 | 3.9       | 0.04      |
| EBME-H* (ours) | 35.41/0.970 | 36.19/0.981 | 40.28/0.991 | 30.64/0.937 | 25.40/0.863 | 3.9       | 0.08      |


Overlay input | Ground truth  | CAIN | AdaCoF | ABME | Our EBME | Our EBME-H

Figure 3. Visual comparisons on two examples from the “extreme” subset of SNU-FILM [6]. The first two rows show the synthesis results for detailed textures, while the last two rows demonstrate the results with complex and large motion.

4K resolution multiple frame interpolation. Table 2 reports the 8x interpolation results on 4K100FPS. Our method achieves the best performance by SSIM, and slight inferior results by PSNR. Furthermore, our method naturally supports arbitrary-time frame interpolation, and can fully re-use the estimated bi-directional motion by linear scaling when interpolating multiple intermediate frames at different time positions. By contrast, while XVFI [31] can reuse the bi-directional motion, it must estimate the intermediate flow for backward-warping with an extra network at each time position.

Parameter and inference efficiency. As shown the last two columns in Table 1 our frame interpolation algorithm has much less parameters than state-of-the-art methods and runs very fast. In particular, due to the macro recurrent design and the lightweight feature encoder, our bi-directional motion estimator only has about 0.6 M parameters.

4.3. Analysis of Our Motion Estimator

We present analysis of our motion estimator on the “easy” and “extreme” subsets of SNU-FILM [6], which
Our EBME-H gives interpolation results close to the ground truth.

Table 2. Comparisons on 4K1000FPS [36] for 8x interpolation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>methods</th>
<th>arbitrary reuse flow</th>
<th>4K1000FPS</th>
<th>PSNR</th>
<th>SSIM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DAIN [2]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>partial</td>
<td>26.78</td>
<td>0.807</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaCoF [15]</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>23.90</td>
<td>0.727</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABME [28]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>30.16</td>
<td>0.879</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XVFI [31]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>partial</td>
<td>30.12</td>
<td>0.870</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBME (ours)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>27.86</td>
<td>0.881</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBME-H (ours)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>28.72</td>
<td>0.889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBME-H* (ours)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>29.46</td>
<td>0.902</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Comparisons on 4K1000FPS [36] for 8x interpolation. **RED**: best performance, **BLUE**: second best performance.

mainly contain small and large motion, respectively.

**Design Choices of Motion Estimator.** In Table 3 we report the ablation results for the design choices of our bi-directional motion estimator.

- **Warping type**: We use scaled bi-directional motion to forward-warp both input frames to the intermediate frame. Despite being a minor difference, our intermediate-oriented forward-warping (denoted as “inter-forward”) shows immense advantages for bi-directional motion estimation, when compared with forward-warping and backward-warping that align input frames towards each other.

- **Feature encoder**: We investigate three settings for our feature encoder: one convolutional stage of 9 layers; two-stage with 3 layers for the first stage, and 6 layers for the second stage; three-stage with 3 layers for each of the stage. We double the number of filters with down-sampling layers. More down-sampling layers are beneficial for large motion but may lead to rough estimate on the whole. We find that two-stage achieves the best trade-off.

- **Correlation volume**: Removing correlation volume from our motion model leads to slightly inferior quantitative results. However, as shown in Figure 5, without a correlation volume, our estimator may have difficulty in estimating complex motion, and lead to artifacts in local regions. Although these local artifacts might have little impact on evaluation metric, they may have bad affects for human perception.

- **Test pyramid level**: A 5-level image pyramid achieves good performance on the “extreme” subset. Further increasing pyramid level does not lead to better results. This is consistent with our suggested calculation method described in Section 3.1.

Table 3. Impacts of the design choices of our bi-directional motion estimator, integrated with base synthesis network for frame interpolation. Default settings are marked in gray.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>experiments</th>
<th>methods</th>
<th>SNU-FILM (PSNR ↑)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>warping type</td>
<td><strong>easy</strong> 25.25, 21.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>feature encoder</td>
<td><strong>easy</strong> 25.25, 21.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>test pyramid</td>
<td><strong>easy</strong> 25.25, 21.68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 5. Visual comparisons between the results without and with a correlation volume. **Middle two columns**: results without a correlation volume. **Right two columns**: results with a correlation volume. Without a correlation volume, our estimator may fail to capture the complex nonlinear motion, and lead to artifacts on interpolated frame.

Figure 6. Visual comparison between of estimated bi-directional motion by PWC-Net [33] and our motion estimator. Both motion models are end-to-end trained from scratch with our base version of synthesis network.

Table 4. Comparisons of motion quality between our model, PWC-Net [33] and RAFT [34]. **RED**: best performance, **BLUE**: second best performance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>experiments</th>
<th>methods</th>
<th>SNU-FILM (PSNR ↑)</th>
<th>param. (M)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>easy</td>
<td>extreme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PWC (fix)</td>
<td>35.98</td>
<td>23.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PWC (ft)</td>
<td>37.81</td>
<td>23.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>warp approx.</td>
<td>PWC (rand)</td>
<td>37.86</td>
<td>23.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RAFT (rand)</td>
<td>37.29</td>
<td>23.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ours (rand)</td>
<td><strong>37.88</strong></td>
<td><strong>24.00</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PWC (fix)</td>
<td>39.65</td>
<td><strong>25.08</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PWC (ft)</td>
<td>40.04</td>
<td>24.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>full pipeline</td>
<td>PWC (rand)</td>
<td>40.03</td>
<td>24.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RAFT (rand)</td>
<td>39.98</td>
<td>24.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ours (rand)</td>
<td>40.01</td>
<td><strong>25.25</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Motion Quality Analysis. We quantitatively compare our motion quality with PWC-Net [33] and RAFT [34] from two aspects: interpolation by averaging two warped frames, and interpolation by our full pipeline. As shown in Table 4, despite its small model size, our motion estimator consistently achieves the best results on “extreme” subset. Figure 6 shows visual examples, where our model gives more smooth and accurate estimation for challenging motion.

We also have a meaningful observation with PWC-Net. With our full pipeline, fixing pre-trained PWC-Net (marked with “fix”) leads to inferior performance on the “easy” subset than the fine-tuned version (marked with “ft”) and randomly initialized version (marked with “rand”). But, it has better performance on the “extreme” subset. This verifies that end-to-end training with the synthesis network makes an optical flow model to fit the motion distribution on the training data, leading to inferior results with large motion.

5. Conclusion

This work presented a lightweight yet effective frame interpolation algorithm, based on a novel bi-directional motion estimator. Despite its small size, our method achieved excellent performance on a wide range of benchmarks. We expect that our design choices for bi-directional motion estimation can also be applied for designing lightweight general-purpose optical flow models.
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